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Abstract
The amount of nondeterminism that a pushdown automaton requires to recognize an input string can be measured
by the minimum number of guesses that it must make to accept the string, where guesses are measured in bits
of information. When this quantity is unbounded, the rate at which it grows as the length of the string increases
serves as a measure of the pushdown automaton’s “rate of consumption” of nondeterminism. We show that this
measure is similar to other complexity measures in that it gives rise to an inﬁnite hierarchy of complexity classes of
context-free languages differing in the amount of the resource (in this case, nondeterminism) that they require. In
addition, we show that there are context-free languages that can only be recognized by a pushdown automatonwhose
nondeterminism grows linearly, resolving an open problem in the literature. In particular, the set of palindromes is
such a language.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The simplest way to deﬁne time- or space-limited deterministic Turing machines is to require that
every computation on an input of length n consume no more than f (n) units of time or space. It is then
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natural to extend the same deﬁnition to nondeterministic Turing machines. This corresponds to charging a
nondeterministic machine for its worst effort. However, a nondeterministic Turing machine that satisﬁes
the weaker requirement of having at least one accepting computation satisfying a well-behaved resource
boundf (n) for each string that it accepts can be converted to amachine satisfying the stronger requirement
that every computation satisﬁes this resource bound simply by having the machine also calculate f (n)
within the resource bound f (n) in order to shut the original calculation down if it exceeds this bound.
Thus, the distinction between charging for best effort or worst effort is unimportant in this context. This
is, of course, no longer the case for a pushdown automaton, since a pushdown automaton is not powerful
enough to calculate f (n) while carrying out its original computation, and so the decision of whether to
count its best or worst effort now becomes signiﬁcant.
Kintala and Fischer initiated the study of nondeterminism as a measurable resource in 1977 [10]. They
deﬁned the amount of nondeterminism that a Turing machine T uses to recognize an input string w to be
the minimum number of nondeterministic moves that T makes during computations that accept w. (The
amount of nondeterminism needed on inputs of length n is then the maximum amount needed for input
strings of that length.) With this deﬁnition, they were able to prove the existence of an inﬁnite hierarchy
of complexity classes within the family of languages accepted by Turing machines in real time [2] and
within the family of languages accepted in relativized polynomial time [11].
Vermeir and Savitch initiated the quantitative study of nondeterminism in context-free languages in
1981 [22]. They studied twomeasures of nondeterminism in pushdown automata, a dynamic measure and
a static measure. The dynamic measure, designated the maxmax measure in [19], counts the maximum
number of nondeterministic steps for any computation accepting an input string of length n. Thus, instead
of charging a machine on the basis of its best performance, as Kintala and Fischer did, Vermeir and
Savitch charged a pushdown automaton for its most costly accepting computation. This measure is easy
to handle technically, since one can apply the usual pumping lemmas to “pump up” the number of
nondeterministic steps in a computation. However, for precisely this reason, the complexity hierarchy
of context-free languages under this measure collapses into just three classes: deterministic context-free
languages, ﬁnite unions of deterministic context-free languages, and all context-free languages.2 Indeed,
Vermeir and Savitch [22] and Nasyrov [15] both cite the inability of this dynamic measure to produce
a hierarchy of more than three levels as a justiﬁcation for focusing attention on the static measure of
nondeterminism (which Nasyrov generalizes to produce a dynamic measure [14,15]), or on a dynamic
measure of the amount of ambiguity rather than of nondeterminism in a pushdown automaton [15].
While we share the view that the inability to produce a meaningful hierarchy is a critical weakness of
this measure, we believe that this is a defect in the deﬁnition of the dynamic measure used in [22], not in
the concept of a dynamic measure.
In the present paper, we prove that a different dynamic measure of nondeterminism in pushdown
automata, one we believe to be better motivated than the maxmax measure, does produce an inﬁnite
hierarchy of context-free language families. We deﬁne the amount of nondeterminism that a pushdown
2 If this measure counted the amount of information, measured in bits, represented by the nondeterministic choices made
by a particular computation—as we will do in the present paper—then the ﬁnite unions of deterministic languages would be
separated into different complexity classes according to the number of deterministic languages needed in the union. While
this would produce an inﬁnite hierarchy, it would merely be the known hierarchy produced by forming unions of deterministic
context-free languages [9], and so even with this change, the maxmaxmeasure would not produce a new hierarchy of context-free
languages.
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automaton A requires to recognize an input string w to be the minimum number of guesses that A must
make in order to accept w, where guesses are measured in bits of information. This is the same measure
used for ﬁnite automata in [3]. It is the same as the minmax measure used for pushdown automata in
[19,18], except for the inessential difference that using bits of information as the measurement unit
results in a slightly more precise measure that can distinguish binary guesses from guesses involving
larger amounts of branching. When this quantity is unbounded, the rate at which it grows as the length
of the input string increases serves as a measure of the pushdown automaton’s “rate of consumption” of
nondeterminism.
Salomaa et al. [18] proved that any pushdown automaton that recognizes a particular context-free
language must make at least (log n) nondeterministic moves. This is the only previously obtained
(nonconstant) lower bound result for the minmax measure of which we are aware, and it proves that
the minmax measure generates a hierarchy of context-free language families extending at least one level
beyond the family of ﬁnite unions of deterministic context-free languages. We shall prove that in fact the
minmax measure resembles other complexity measures, such as time and space measures for multitape
Turing machines, in that it gives rise to an inﬁnite hierarchy of complexity classes of languages.
The difﬁcult aspect of working with the minmax measure is establishing lower bounds. For example,
it has not previously been proved that there exist context-free languages that require a linear amount of
nondeterminism in this measure. We resolve this situation by settling a question posed by Kintala in 1978
[9]. Kintala asked whether every pushdown automaton recognizing the even-length palindromes {wwR},
where w ranges over an alphabet of at least two letters, requires at least n/2 binary guesses on inputs of
length n for inﬁnitely many inputs. We show that the answer is no, but that it does require a number of
guesses that is inﬁnitely often linear in the length of the input.
While proving lower bounds is difﬁcult, ﬁnding examples of context-free languages that have interesting
upper bounds can also be tricky. Salomaa andYu [19] gave a simple example of a context-free language that
requires unbounded nondeterminism but that can be accepted by a pushdown automaton that makes just
O(
√
n) nondeterministic moves. We present a simple example of such a language that can be accepted by
a pushdown automaton (in fact, by a one-counter automaton) that makes onlyO(log n) nondeterministic
moves. By constructing a more complicated example, we show that, for every unbounded monotone
recursive function f (n), there is a context-free language L that requires unbounded nondeterminism but
that can be accepted by a pushdown automaton using only O(f (n)) nondeterministic moves.
Section 2 deﬁnes the static and dynamic measures of nondeterminism in a PDA. Section 3 presents the
concept of a reducible PDA as one in which dynamic nondeterminism can be reduced by multiplicative
constants, and proves that PDAs that have just a ﬁnite amount of static nondeterminism are reducible.
Section 4 proves that there are context-free languages that require a linear amount of dynamic nonde-
terminism. Section 5 presents an inﬁnite hierarchy theorem for dynamic nondeterminism in context-free
languages. Section 6 discusses some open problems.
2. Preliminaries
We shall use the following notation for languages.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Deﬁnition of language). An alphabet  is a ﬁnite, nonempty set of symbols. If  is an
alphabet, then ∗ is the set of all strings w of ﬁnite length |w| formed from symbols of , including the
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empty string ε of length 0, and wR denotes the left-to-right reversal of w. A language over the alphabet
 is a subset L of ∗. For L ⊆ ∗, L+ = { x1x2 · · · xn | n1, each xi ∈ L }, and L∗ = L+ ∪ {ε}. A
language L is preﬁx free if y = ε whenever x and xy are in L.
Next, we recall the usual notion of a pushdown automaton, but we supplement it with some notation
that can be useful for measuring nondeterminism.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Deﬁnition of PDA). A pushdown automaton or PDA is a 7-tuple
A = (Q,,, , q0, Z0, F ),
whereQ is a ﬁnite set of states,  and  are the input and stack alphabets,
 ⊆ Q× ( ∪ {ε})× × ∗ ×Q
is a ﬁnite set ofmoves, and q0 ∈ Q,Z0 ∈  andF ⊆ Q are the initial state, the initial stack symbol and the
set of ﬁnal states. A move (p, x, Z, z, q) ∈  is an ε-move if x = ε. Twomoves i = (pi, xi, Zi, zi, qi) ∈
, i = 1 or 2, are compatible, 1 ≡ 2, if (p1, x1, Z1) = (p2, x2, Z2); ≡ is an equivalence relation on .
A conﬁguration of A is c = (q,w, z) ∈ Q × ∗ × ∗, where q is A’s current state, w is the string
of inputs not yet read, and z is the contents of the stack with the topmost symbol at the left. Each move
 = (p, x, Z, z, q) induces a binary relation on conﬁgurations, which is in fact a partial function,
(p, xw,Zv)  (q,w, zv) for all w ∈ ∗ and v ∈ ∗.
For ′ ⊆ , we write c ′ c′ if c  c′ for some  ∈ ′, and c A c′ if c  c′. A (complete) move  of
A associated with a move  ∈  is a pair (c, c′) of conﬁgurations with c  c′; we shall write this as
 = (c  c′), or simply as  = (c A c′). A partial computation of A of length t1 with input w is a
string of moves  = 12 · · · t ∈ ∗, where c0 1 c1 2 c2 3 · · · t ct for some conﬁgurations c0,
c1, . . . , ct with c0 = (p,w, z) and ct = (p′, ε, z′) for some p, p′ ∈ Q, z, z′ ∈ ∗, in which case we
write c0 * ct . It is a computation of A accepting w if3 c0 = (q0, w,Z0) and p′ ∈ F , in which case
its history H() is the string of complete moves 1 · · · t , where i is the move ci−1 i ci . The set of
computations of A is denoted by C(A). The language accepted by A is
L(A) = {w ∈ ∗ | there is a  ∈ C(A) that accepts w }.
Two PDAs are equivalent if they accept the same language. A context-free language or CFL is a language
accepted by a PDA.
Next, we deﬁne determinism, along with a normal form that allows guessing to occur only between
ε-moves or between non-ε-moves. This normal form can be used to avoid some technical complications
in measuring nondeterminism.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Properties of PDAs). If A = (Q,,, , q0, Z0, F ) is a PDA, a set of moves ′ ⊆  is
deterministic if ′ is a partial function on the set of conﬁgurations of A. The PDA A is a deterministic
PDA orDPDA if  is deterministic. A deterministic context-free language orDCFL is a language accepted
3 Also,  = ε is a computation of length 0 accepting ε if q0 ∈ F .
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by a DPDA.4 The PDA A is normal if {, ′} is deterministic for all , ′ ∈  with  an ε-move and ′
not an ε-move.
In order to quantify dynamic nondeterminism, we ﬁrst quantify the amount of branching A() in the
computation  of a PDA A, and then take the base-two logarithm of the branching as a measure of the
nondeterminism (the number of “guesses”) A() in the computation . The amount of branching A() at
a point  in a computation is the number ofmoves that could have beenmade at that moment. For technical
reasons, in order to facilitate proofs, we want to assign an amount of branching A() to each individual
move  of the PDA, regardless of the context  in which the move appears. Thus, we deﬁne the branching
A() of a move  of the PDA as well as the branching A() of a complete move  in a computation
of the PDA. Branching then extends multiplicatively from the complete moves to the entire computation
, so that guessing extends additively. The branching A(w) on an input string w is then the minimum
branching A() over all computations  that accept w. The amount of branching A(n) and guessing
A(n) that a PDA A makes can then be deﬁned as a function of the length n of strings by maximizing
over all strings of length n, and the amount of nondeterminism L(n) inherent in a context-free language
L is then, roughly speaking, the minimal asymptotic consumption of nondeterminism by the PDAs that
accept the language.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Dynamic measure of nondeterminism). ThebranchingmeasureA and theguessingmea-
sure A of a PDA A = (Q,,, , q0, Z0, F ) are deﬁned as follows:5
A() = #{ ′ | ′ ≡  } for  ∈ 
A() = #{ c′′ | c A c′′ } for  = (c A c′),
A() =
∏t
i=1 A(i) for  = 1 · · · t , 6
A() = A() for  = H(),  ∈ C(A),
A(w) = min{ A() |  accepts w } for w ∈ ∗, 7
A(n) = max
{
A(w)
∣∣ |w|n } for n0,
A = sup{A(n)},
and in each case  = log2 ; for example, A() = log2 A(). A word x ∈ L(A) is A-maximal if
A(y) < A(x) for all y ∈ L(A) such that |y| < |x|. If L is a CFL, then
L = min{ A | L(A) = L } .
We shall not deﬁne L(n), but we shall write8
L(n)  O(f (n)) if A(n) = O(f (n)) for some PDA A with L(A) = L,
(f (n))  L(n) if A(n) = (f (n)) for every PDA A with L(A) = L,
L(n) = (f (n)) if (f (n))L(n)O(f (n)).
4 Note that, for every PDA A, C(A) is a DCFL with  as its alphabet, and L(A) is a homomorphic image of C(A).
5 #S denotes the cardinality of a set S.
6 When t = 0, this is interpreted to mean A(ε) = 1.
7 And A(w) = 1 when w /∈ L(A).
8 By g = (f ), we mean f = O(g).
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The PDA A is sublinear if A = ∞ and A(n) = o(n). The CFL L is sublinear if L = ∞ and there is a
sublinear PDA A accepting L. When only one PDA A or language L is under discussion, we sometimes
omit the subscript on .
There is a technical difﬁculty that arises from these deﬁnitions. The branching of a move may be less
than the branching of the corresponding complete move in a computation. This happens when an ε-move
and a non-ε move can be applied to the same conﬁguration. This creates difﬁculties when we want to
construct a PDA to simulate another PDA while keeping track of the branching that is occurring. This
problem does not arise for normal PDAs, since for them, ε-moves and non-ε moves are never applicable
to the same conﬁguration. For this reason, it is helpful to make use of the following result. A proof, based
on the predicting machine construction in [8], may be found in [7].9
Lemma 2.1 (Normal PDAs). Each PDA A can be effectively converted to an equivalent normal PDA B
having the property that B(w) = A(w) for all input strings w.
Note. In view of this result, we shall henceforth assume that all of our PDAs A are normal, so that
A() = A() if  is the move associated with the complete move , and therefore moves may be used
in place of complete moves in deﬁning the branching measure.
The use of the minimization operation in the deﬁnition of the branching on a string makes this concept
more difﬁcult to handle technically than if maximization were used, as in [22], but we believe that this
deﬁnition is the correct one for reasons that we discuss in the ﬁnal section of the paper.
The guessing measure  is a measure of nondeterminism in units of bits of information: A() is the
number of bits of information needed to select the move  from among the moves that can be chosen
nondeterministically by a PDA A at some point in the history of a computation. This measure is additive
over the individual moves in a history, and for PDAs in which every branch is binary, it simply counts
the number of nondeterministic moves. It is the complexity measure that we shall study in this paper.
(In [19,18], nondeterminism is measured by counting the number of nondeterministic moves in a history
regardless of whether each branch is binary. This results in a less precise measure which is insensitive to
multiplicative constants, but which is otherwise equivalent to our measure.)
A nondeterministic ﬁnite automaton (NFA) can be considered a special case of a PDA, one which
never changes its stack. The deﬁnition of A(n) for PDAs agrees in this case with the deﬁnition for NFAs
studied in [3].
Note that A(n) is equal to the maximum value of A(w) over all A-maximal strings w, |w|n, if the
maximum over the empty set is understood to be 1. This is so because, if |x|n and x is not A-maximal,
then either x /∈ L(A), so that A(x) = 1, or A(x)A(y) for some y shorter than x. In either case, A(x)
does not affect the maximum value. Hence, in calculating A(n), we need only consider A-maximal
strings.
Clearly, a deterministic PDA A has A = 0. The following proposition is a partial converse.
Proposition 2.1. APDAAwith A = 0 can be effectively converted to an equivalentDPDAby eliminating
some moves even when A is not normal.
9 Normal PDAs are called PDAs without ε--nondeterminism in [7].
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Proof. Since each string accepted by such a PDA A is accepted by a computation with no branching
moves,10 any move  having A() > 1 can be removed from the moves of A without changing the
language A accepts. Similarly, any move of the form (p, a, Z, z, q), where a is an input symbol, can be
eliminated if there is an ε-move of the form (p, ε, Z, z′, q ′). (We retain the ε-move, however, since it
may be used deterministically in a computation where the next input symbol is not a.) The resulting PDA
is deterministic. 
It follows that L = 1 if and only if L is a deterministic CFL. More generally, L = k if and only if L
can be expressed as a union of k (but no fewer) deterministic CFLs [7].
In this paper, we shall use guessing as the measure of nondeterminism in a PDA. This is a dynamic
measure, based on the accepting computations of the PDA. Nondeterminism in a PDA may also be
measured statically, as in the following deﬁnition of the nondeterministic depth of a PDA. (This deﬁnition
is equivalent to the one in [20], which is a corrected version of the deﬁnition in [22].) This measure also
equals the number of tokens needed to convert a CFL to a DCFL when inserted into the strings of the
language at strategic points [22,15,20].
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Static measure of nondeterminism11). The state graph of the PDAA = (Q,,, , q0,
Z0, F ) is the digraph with the set of verticesQ and the set of arcs
{ (p, q) | (p, x, Z, z, q) ∈  for some x, Z, z }.
A set D ⊆ Q of states is deterministic if
D =  ∩
(
D × ( ∪ {ε})× × ∗ ×D)
is deterministic, and if {, ′} is deterministic for all ε-moves  ∈ D and all moves ′ ∈ . A deterministic
partition of A is a partition of Q into deterministic subsets such that the quotient digraph12 that the
partition induces on the state graph of A is acyclic. The depth of the partition is the length of the longest
directed path in the quotient digraph. The (nondeterministic) depth ofA is the minimum depth among all
deterministic partitions of A. If A has no deterministic partitions, we say that A has inﬁnite depth. The
depth of a CFL L is the minimum of the depths of the PDAs that accept L.
Depth is a static measure of nondeterminism since it is not deﬁned in terms of the computations of
the PDA. Consequently, we cannot consider its rate of growth, as we can for guessing, but only whether
it is equal to some ﬁnite value k or is inﬁnite. The PDAs of depth 0 are equivalent to the deterministic
PDAs, and hence are equivalent to the PDAs with  = 0. The following example illustrates the difference
between the two measures for values greater than zero.
For any alphabet of two ormore letters, the obvious PDA for the language of even-length palindromes
{wwR | w ∈ ∗ } has depth 1 since it consists of two deterministic machines (one for the pushing phase
10 A branching move of A is a move  with A() > 1.
11 See [20] for a less condensed presentation of this concept.
12 A partition of the state setQ induces a corresponding equivalence relation≡ onQwhose equivalence classes are the subsets
(called blocks) of the partition. The quotient digraph induced by the partition has the equivalence classes of ≡ as its vertices.
There is an arc in the quotient digraph from an equivalence classX to an equivalence class Y iff there is an arc in the state graph
from some state in X to some state in Y .
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and one for the popping phase) with a single nondeterministic transition point between them. However,
this PDA A has A(n) = (n), since it keeps passing through this transition point during its pushing
phase. (In Section 4, we will prove that every PDA A for this language has A(n) = (n).)
Deﬁnition 2.6 (Ambiguity). For a PDA A = (Q,,, , q0, Z0, F ), the ambiguity of A on a string
w ∈ ∗ is
A(w) = #{  ∈ C(A) |  has input w }.
The ambiguity of A is deﬁned to be
A = sup{ A(w) | w ∈ ∗ }.
The PDA A is unambiguous if A1.
3. Reducing nondeterminism
In this section, we show that the guessing performed by a PDA A having A = ∞ can always be
reduced by a linear amount by increasing the size of A, provided A has ﬁnite depth. That is why we have
not attempted to deﬁne L(n) beyond the tolerances of O-notation. (It is, of course, impossible in any
event to deﬁne L(n) at ﬁxed values of n since any ﬁnite portion of L can be handled deterministically
by some PDA.)
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Reducible PDAs). Call a PDAA reducible if it has the following property, and irreducible
if it does not. For every positive integer k, there exists a PDA B equivalent to A and a constant c such
that, for each string w accepted by A,
B(w)
1
k
A(w)+ c.
Note that, because of the constant c, this property is trivially satisﬁed when A is ﬁnite.
The following Linear Reduction theorem demonstrates that a linear reduction in the amount of nonde-
terminism in a PDA is always possible, provided that the PDA has ﬁnite depth.
Theorem 3.1 (Linear reduction). PDAs of ﬁnite depth are reducible.
Proof. The idea is that, by guessing that A will not leave a deterministic component during its next k
opportunities, B can replace k guesses of A with a single guess. During this time, B will incorporate a
counter of size k into its ﬁnite-state control so that it can count the k opportunities that A is skipping.
LetA = (Q,,, , q0, Z0, F ) be a PDA of ﬁnite depth, and let k be an integer greater than 1. Choose
a deterministic partition of Q of ﬁnite depth, and let ≡ be the equivalence relation induced on Q by the
partition. Let
Q′ = Q ∪ {q ′0} ∪
{ [q, i] ∣∣ q ∈ Q, 0i < k } ,
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where q ′0 is a new state, and let B = (Q′,,, ′, q ′0, Z0, F ), where ′ consists of the following moves:
(1) (q ′0, ε, Z0, Z0, q0) and
(
q ′0, ε, Z0, Z0, [q0, 0]
)
;
(2) ([p, i], x, Z, z, [q, i]), for 0i < k, (p, x, Z, z, q) = 1,13 p ≡ q;
(3) ([p, i], x, Z, z, [q, i + 1]), for 0i < k − 1, (p, x, Z, z, q)2, p ≡ q;
(4) ([p, k − 1], x, Z, z, [q, 0]) and ([p, k − 1], x, Z, z, q), for (p, x, Z, z, q)2, p ≡ q;
(5) (p, x, Z, z, q), for (p, x, Z, z, q) = 1, p ≡ q;
(6) (p, x, Z, z, q), for (p, x, Z, z, q)2, p ≡ q;
(7) (p, x, Z, z, q) and (p, x, Z, z, [q, 0]), for (p, x, Z, z, q)1, p ≡ q.
The PDA B begins with a move of the ﬁrst type. With this move, B guesses whether to begin in state
q0 or [q0, 0]. If it goes to the latter state, it will deterministically pass up the next k opportunities for A
to leave the current block of the deterministic partition.
During moves of the second type, no guessing occurs. These moves correspond to deterministic moves
of A that remain in the current block.
During moves of the third type, no guessing occurs. These moves correspond to nondeterministic
moves of A in which A decides to remain in the current block. The PDA B simulates such a move
deterministically, while incrementing its count by one.
Moves of the fourth type involve one guess. They are similar to moves of the third type, except that
B has completed its count and guesses whether to skip an additional k opportunities for A to leave the
current block.
During moves of the ﬁfth type, without using its counter, B simulates a deterministic move of A that
remains in the current block.
During moves of the sixth type, without using its counter, B simulates a move in which A passes up
an opportunity to leave the current block.
A move of the seventh type corresponds to a move of A to a new block.
Adding up the number of guesses for a string w, we see that moves of the ﬁrst type occur just once,
while moves of the seventh type occur just a bounded number of times since the depth of A is ﬁnite.
During a computation of B that minimizes the amount of guessing onw, no more than k−1 moves of the
sixth type occur beforeAmoves to a new block, and so moves of the sixth type also occur just a bounded
number of times. The only other nondeterministic moves of B are moves of the fourth type. Since moves
of the fourth type involve at most A(w)/k guesses for B, the result follows. 
We shall see in the following section that not all PDAs are reducible.
4. CFLs requiring linear nondeterminism
We wish to show that there are CFLs that require linear nondeterminism. We begin with the following
result.
Proposition 4.1. Every PDA A has A(n) = O(n).
13 By this we mean that  = (p, x, Z, z, q) ∈  and A() = 1.
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. If A is a PDA, then there is a linear function f (n) such that A has an accepting computation
of no more than f (|w|) moves for each w ∈ L(A).
Proof. The result that some PDA for L(A) has this property follows from the fact that L(A) can be
generated by a grammar in Greibach normal form, and hence can be accepted by a PDA in which
the length of every computation is linear in the length of its input. However, the stated result requires
more: that in every PDA, computations of more than linear length are superﬂuous. While this result is
presumably well known, we have not been able to ﬁnd a citation in the literature, so we shall derive
it from the corresponding result for grammars. Let A be a PDA accepting a language L. The standard
construction [8] for converting A to a PDA that accepts L by empty stack produces a PDA B, each of
whose computations is longer than the corresponding computation ofA. The standard construction [8] for
convertingB to a context-free grammar has the property that each derivation in the grammar of a terminal
stringw has length one more than the length of some accepting computation in B forw. The lemma now
follows from the fact that every context-free grammar has a derivation of linear length for each of the
strings that it generates. (See Corollary 4.26 in [21]. A less comprehensive but shorter treatment may be
found in Theorem 4.1 of [6].) 
The following result is an immediate consequence of this proposition.
Corollary 4.1. For every CFL L, L(n)O(n).
Thus, a CFL L requires linear nondeterminism, (n)L(n), if and only if L(n) = (n). To prove
that there are context-free languages that cannot be accepted by a PDA using less than a linear amount of
nondeterminism, we shall show that, for a particular choice of a language K that requires one guess, the
language K∗ requires a linear number of guesses. To begin, we will need two lemmas. The ﬁrst follows
from Theorem 11.8.3 of [5], which is an “intercalation” lemma for DCFLs due to Ogden [17], and the
second is a simple result about branching in trees.
Lemma 4.2 (Deterministic pumping). For each DCFL L ⊆ ∗, there is an integer p, called a pumping
constant for L, such that for all w ∈ L, if p or more positions in w are distinguished, then there is a
factorization w = w1w2w3w4w5 satisfying the following conditions: w1, w2 and w3 each contain a
distinguished position, or w3, w4 and w5 each contain a distinguished position; w1wi2w3w
i
4w5 ∈ L for
all i0; and if w5 = ε and w1w2w3w4w′5 ∈ L for some w′5 ∈ ∗, then w1wi2w3wi4w′5 ∈ L for all i0.
Deﬁnition 4.1. The branching of a node in a rooted tree is the number of children it has. The (branching)
weight of a leaf is the product of the branching of the leaf’s proper ancestors.14
Lemma 4.3 (Branching in trees). The average (i.e., the mean) branching weight of the leaves in a rooted
tree with n leaves is at least n.
14 The empty product is understood to be 1, so the weight of the leaf in a tree with a single node is 1.
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Proof. If T is a rooted tree with n leaves, let s denote the sum of the weights of the leaves. It sufﬁces to
prove that sn2.
If n = 1, then s = 1n2, as required.
If n > 1, let T1, . . . , Tk be the subtrees rooted at the k1 children of T ’s root and let si be the
sum of the weights of the ni leaves of Ti . Then n = n1 + · · · + nk , s = ks1 + · · · + ksk , and we may
assume inductively that each sin2i . Hence, sk(n
2
1+· · ·+n2k). Setting ai = 1 and bi = ni in Cauchy’s
inequality(
k∑
i=1
aibi
)2

(
k∑
i=1
a2i
)(
k∑
i=1
b2i
)
yields the required result: n2 = (n1 + · · · + nk)2k(n21 + · · · + n2k)s. 
We shall now prove, for the following language K , that K∗ requires a linear number of guesses.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let
K = { aibj$ | j = i or j = 2i, i1 }
and
K0 = { aibj$ | 1j2i }.
Before proceeding further, we will describe the roles of K and K0 informally.
Although it may seem obvious that the CFLK∗ is a language requiring a linear number of guesses, the
proof is not as straightforward as one might expect. For one thing, it is not true that every string of the
form ai1bj1$ · · · aimbjm$ in K∗ requires m guesses whenever all of its exponents are large, since a PDA
could, for example, process all strings in which it = jt for all t with just one guess, the guess that each j
will equal the corresponding i. Perhaps this explains why the strongest lower bound previously obtained
for the amount of nondeterminism required by a CFL was only (log n) [18].
We shall show that K∗ requires a linear number of guesses by proving that strings of the form
aibj1$ · · · aibjm$ in K∗ require m guesses on average when i is large compared to the size of the
PDA. However, in order to establish in Section 5 that there are inﬁnite hierarchies of nondeterministic
CFLs, we will need a more general result, Theorem 4.1, that allows us to construct languages requiring
decreasing amounts of nondeterminism by padding K∗.
The statement of Theorem 4.1 will be highly technical because this padding technique is quite delicate.
In Section 5, the padding will be obtained by taking strings over a new alphabet , strings that encode
the computations of a Turing machine. We shall insert strings fromK (called “inserts”) at various points
in such a Turing machine string, points which the Turing machine calculation forces to be far apart,
thereby constructing padded forms of the strings in K∗, each containing a large amount of padding
from the alphabet . Unfortunately, being a valid encoding of a Turing machine computation is not a
context-free property, so in fact the ∗ part of the constructed string will not always encode a valid
Turing machine computation. However, we can construct a PDA A whose A-maximal strings (the only
strings that affect A(n)) correspond to the valid Turing machine computations. First, we construct this
PDA to choose nondeterministically to implement one of two deterministic “threads” that search for
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faults in the encoding of the Turing machine’s computation: one thread checks that each even-numbered
conﬁguration follows from the preceding (odd-numbered) conﬁguration, the other checks that each odd-
numbered conﬁguration follows from the preceding (even-numbered) conﬁguration. Then, we embed in
each thread the computations needed to check the inserts fromK , each of which requires one guess. Next,
in order to insure that the strings arising from valid encodings of Turing machine computations are the
-maximal strings, we modify the inserts as follows: as soon as a ﬂaw occurs in the encoding of the Turing
machine computation, the remaining inserts are no longer required to be inK , and so no further guessing
is required. Consequently, valid computations will require more guesses than invalid computations, and
the -maximal strings will be the strings that encode valid Turing machine computations.
As a ﬁrst attempt at such a construction, we could require that the inserts occurring after a ﬂaw be
arbitrary strings from a∗b∗$. We would then like to ignore the padding, and argue that the strings we
have constructed require the same number of guesses as the corresponding unpadded strings in K∗.
However, this would require proving that there cannot be any coupling or entanglement between the two
parts of the constructed string (the part over the alphabet  and the part in K∗), that is, it would require
proving that the Turing machine computation cannot contain information that would allow the PDA to
distinguish between strings of the form aibi and aib2i deterministically when i is large.15 To circumvent
this problem, we shall require that all inserts, instead of merely being in a∗b∗$, are in fact in K0. This
restriction does not introduce any additional nondeterminism since K0 is a deterministic CFL. However,
it does force the PDA to match the a∗- and b∗-portions of the string in K0 against each other instead of
matching them against parts of the Turing machine computation. (We do not know whether this use of
K0 rather than a∗b∗$ is necessary or merely convenient.)
Thus, we deﬁne what we mean by a padded version of K∗ as follows, and establish a lower bound on
the amount of dynamic nondeterminism that such a language requires. In this section, we will not make
use of padding, but in Section 5, we will use encodings of Turing machine computations as padding.
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let  be a (possibly empty) set of symbols disjoint from {a, b, $} and let 0 : ( ∪
{a, b, $})∗ → {a, b, $}∗ be the homomorphism that erases the symbols of . A -padded language is a
language L such that
0(L) ⊆ K∗0
and, for each m2, there are strings x0, x1, . . . , xm in ∗, called padding, such that
L ∩ (x0a∗b∗$x1a∗b∗$ · · · xm−1a∗b∗$xm) = x0Kx1K · · · xm−1Kxm.
A subset x0Kx1K · · · xm−1Kxm of L with this property is called an m-slice of L.
Note that when  = ∅, so that ∗ = {ε}, a -padded language is a language L ⊆ K∗0 such that
L ∩ (a∗b∗$)m = Km for m2. Thus, K∗ is a ∅-padded language.
15 For instance, if the substring cidiei occurred earlier in the encoding of a Turing machine computation which veriﬁes that
all three exponents are equal, then the PDA could deterministically use its stack to match a subsequent ai against ei , match bi
against di , and then, if any b’s remain, match them against ci . To prove that this cannot happen, we would have to prove that
the information which the PDA writes on its stack while reading cidiei must be consumed while checking the validity of the
Turing machine computation, and therefore cannot also be used to assist in recognizing a string in K .
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Theorem 4.1 (Padded languages). If the language L(A) accepted by a PDA A is a -padded language,
then there exists a positive integer p with the following property. If x0Kx1K · · · xm−1Kxm is an m-slice
of L(A) for some x0, . . . , xm in ∗, then
A(x0y1x1y2 · · · xm−1ymxm)m
for some y1, . . . , ym in {apbp$, apb2p$}.
Proof. Since the set C(A) of computations of the PDA A is a DCFL, we may let p be its pumping
constant. If x0Kx1K · · · xm−1Kxm is an m-slice of L(A) for some x0, . . . , xm in ∗, let
F = { x0y1x1y2 · · · xm−1ymxm ∣∣ y1, . . . , ym ∈ {apbp$, apb2p$} } ⊆ L(A).
We shall prove that the average value of A(w) is at least m for strings in F , or, what is equivalent, that
the average value of A(w) is at least 2m. Any two distinct strings in F have the form w1 = uapbp$v1
and w2 = uapb2p$v2. Consider any computations 	1	1 for w1 and 	2	2 for w2 in C(A), where 1 and
2 are the ﬁrst moves at which the computations differ. (Since neither w1 nor w2 is a preﬁx of the other,
such moves exist.)
We claim that the input to 	 is a proper preﬁx of uapbp, and hence that the inputs to 	1 and 	2
are the same since all of our PDAs are normal. (Intuitively, this implies that the PDA A has to choose
between these two computations nondeterministically.) Suppose to the contrary that 	 consumes all of
uapbp. Mark as distinguished the p exhibited b’s in uapbp withinw2, and the pmoves that read those b’s
within 	. Then there is a factorization 	2	2 = 12345 satisfying the conditions in the Deterministic
Pumping Lemma. This induces a factorization w2 = z1z2z3z4z5 such that z1zi2z3zi4z5 ∈ L(A) for all
i0, and z1, z2 and z3 contain distinguished b’s (so that z2 consists entirely of distinguished b’s), or
z3, z4 and z5 contain distinguished b’s (so that z4 consists entirely of distinguished b’s). However, since
L(A) is a padded language, 0(L(A)) ⊆ K∗0 , which guarantees that the substring of a’s immediately
preceding the marked b’s must be pumped up proportionately to the marked b’s. Therefore, z2 must be
contained entirely within this substring of a’s and z4 must be contained entirely within the marked b’s.
Since w2 lies in an m-slice of L(A), the a∗b∗$-substring of w2 containing the marked b’s must remain
in K as w2 is pumped, and therefore we must have that z2 = at and z4 = b2t for some t1. Since
z2 does not contain a distinguished b, z5 does. Hence, 5 contains a distinguished position, so 5 = ε.
Since all of the distinguished positions lie within 	, 	 has the form 	 = 1234
 for some preﬁx 
 of 5.
Then 1234
1	1= 	1	1 ∈ C(A), so 122324
1	1 ∈ C(A) by the Deterministic Pumping Lemma.
Therefore, the input uap+t bp+2t$v1 to this computation must be in L(A). Since ap+t bp+2t$ /∈ K , this
contradicts the fact that x0Kx1K · · · xm−1Kxm is anm-slice, and this contradiction establishes the claim
that the inputs to 	1 and 	2 are the same.
Now for each string w ∈ F , choose a computation  of A accepting w for which A() = A(w), and
let C be the set of chosen computations. By the preceding claim, for any two computations 	1	1 and
	2	2 in C, where 1 and 2 are the ﬁrst moves at which the computations differ, 	1 and 	2 have the
same input strings. Since we are assuming that all PDAs are normal, it follows that 1 and 2 are both
ε-moves or both have the same symbol as input.
Since each string in 0(F ) contains exactly m $’s and ends in $, 0(F ) is preﬁx free, and since the
homomorphism 0 is injective on F , F is also preﬁx free. Hence,C is preﬁx free. Let T be the rooted tree
whose nodes are the preﬁxes of strings in C, with ε as the root, and where the parent of a nonempty string
of moves 1 · · · t is 1 · · · t−1. Since C is preﬁx free, C is the set of leaves of T , so T has #F = 2m
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leaves. If  = 1 · · · t is a node other than the root, it follows from the preceding paragraph16 that A(t )
is at least as great as the branching (that is, the number of children) of the parent of . Hence, A() is at
least as great as the branching weight at each leaf . It follows from the lemma on branching in trees that
the average value of A() is at least 2m, so A()2m for some , and therefore A(w)2m for some
w ∈ F . Therefore, A(w)m, as claimed. 
Corollary 4.2. The language K∗ requires a linear amount of nondeterminism, i.e., K∗ = (n).
Proof. Let A be any PDA accepting K∗. Since K∗ is a ∅-padded language, it follows from the theorem
that there is a positive integer p such that, for each m2, A(wm)m for some wm ∈ Km, where
|wm|cm for c = 3p + 1. For n2c, let m = nc . Then
A(n)A(cm)A(wm)m >
n
c
− 1 n
c
− n
2c
=
(
1
2c
)
n. (1)
Hence, A(n) = (n). 
This settles a conjecture in [19] that this language (without the $ sign, an inessential change) requires
a linear amount of nondeterminism.
Corollary 4.3. There is an irreducible PDA.
Proof. Let A be a PDA acceptingK∗ that makesm guesses on each string inKm, and let B be any PDA
accepting K∗. Since K∗ is a ∅-padded language, there is a positive integer p such that, for each m2,
B(wm)m for some wm ∈ Km, and so B(wm)m = A(wm). Hence, the PDA A is not reducible. 
Remark. 17 While this shows that the PDA A is an irreducible PDA, A nonetheless has the following
property. For every positive integer k, there exists a PDA B equivalent to A such that B(n)A(n)/k
for all n0. This is so because A(n) 1c n for some positive integer c and for all n exceeding some
n0. Yet there is a PDA B that accepts K∗ without making guesses on a∗b∗$-terms of length less than
max(n0, ck) by using its ﬁnite-state control to handle shorter terms deterministically. Such a PDA B has
B(n) 1ck n
1
k
A(n) for all n.
We will now use a different method to show that the language of even-length palindromes L =
{wwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } requires linear nondeterminism. This has been an open problem since 1978, a
fact that once again illustrates the difﬁculty in proving lower bounds for the minmax style of measuring
nondeterminism.18 We could apply our previous approach to this language by choosing a suitable word
w whose length will depend on the PDA, and establishing the way in which the PDA must branch on
strings of the form xxR , x a preﬁx of w, employing the method used to prove the theorem on padded
16 Recall that only moves with the same input as  are counted in the deﬁnition of A().
17 This observation is due to Christian Herzog.
18 Kintala posed the question as follows in [9]: “It would be interesting to knowwhether [every] pushdown automaton accepting
{wwR} requires at least n/2 binary nondeterministic moves on inputs of length n, for inﬁnitely many inputs.” Since this language
has depth 1, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that this conjecture is false as stated, and that it should be phrased in terms of linear
nondeterminism.
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languages. However, since there are now only a linear number of choices for x rather than the exponential
number of choices for the yi in that proof, we would obtain a logarithmic lower bound rather than the
linear one that we obtained for K∗. Indeed, the language L is more difﬁcult to handle than K∗ because
there is a sense in which L does not require as much nondeterminism as K∗: L has depth 1, whereas
K∗ has inﬁnite depth. In fact, L would require only logarithmic nondeterminism if a PDA had a binary
counter available to it, so that it could guess the binary representation of the length of w. Thus, the fact
that L requires linear nondeterminism depends on more than the relatively crude counting argument that
sufﬁced for K∗.
Theorem 4.2. The languages L = {wwR | w ∈ ∗ } of even-length palindromes and {w | w = wR ∈
∗ } of all palindromes require linear nondeterminism if  contains at least two symbols, a and b.
Proof. Since L can be obtained from the palindromes by intersecting with a regular set, an operation
which clearly does not increase the amount of nondeterminism, we need only prove the result for L.
Intuitively, ifwwR = bbaibbaib · · · baibb, where i is large compared to the size of the PDA recognizing
the language, then we might naïvely expect that the PDA would have to guess after each ai-term in w
whether it has now reached the end of w. However, we have seen that this is not true, since the PDA can
be redesigned to reduce the number of guesses that it makes by any constant factor. Thus, what we will
prove is that the PDA must make at least one guess every k ai-terms of w, where k is large compared to
the size of the PDA. Speciﬁcally, we will show that any sequence of k ai-terms contains a “cycle” running
from a point in one ai-term to a point in another, by which we mean that, at the end of the cycle, the PDA
is in the same state with the same symbol on top of its stack and the same number of a’s remaining to be
read in the ai-term as at the beginning of the cycle, and that during the cycle the height of the stack is
always at least as great as it was at the beginning. It follows that the PDA must make a guess during the
cycle in order to avoid deterministically repeating the cycle over and over again.
Let A = (Q,,, , q0, Z0, F ) be a PDA accepting L. We can construct a context-free grammar G
generating the computations C(A) of A as follows. The variables ofG are [qZ] and [qZp], for p, q ∈ Q
and Z ∈ , with [q0Z0] as the starting variable. The rewriting rules enable [qZ] to generate the partial
computations  such that (q,w,Z) * (p, ε, z) for some w ∈ ∗, p ∈ F and z ∈ ∗, while [qZp]
generates the partial computations  such that (q,w,Z) * (p, ε, ε) for some w ∈ ∗. Speciﬁcally, the
rules are the following, for all moves  = (q, x, Z,Z1 · · ·Zn, q1) ∈ , where n0 and Zi ∈ :
[qZ]→ ε , if q ∈ F ;
[qZ]→  , if q1 ∈ F ;
[qZ]→ [q1Z1q2][q2Z2q3] · · · [qj−1Zj−1qj ][qjZj ] , n = 0, 1jn , qi ∈ Q ;
[qZqn+1]→ [q1Z1q2][q2Z2q3] · · · [qnZnqn+1] , qi ∈ Q.
It is easily veriﬁed that the variables of G generate precisely the desired partial computations.
Let p be the pumping constant for the grammar G from Ogden’s Lemma [1], and let k = (p × #Q×
#)+ 1. We claim that, for eachm1, if w = (bbap)km+2b and if  ∈ C(A) is a computation accepting
wwR = (bbap)2km+4bb, then A()m. In other words, for each m1, A(wm)m for wm = wwR ,
where |wm|cm for some constant c, and it then follows from the equations in (1) that A(n) = (n).
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To prove the claim, distinguish the p moves in  that consume the p a’s in one of the ap-terms of w.
Then, by Ogden’s Lemma, there is a derivation in G of the form
S ⇒∗ 1B5 ⇒∗ 12B45 ⇒∗ 12345 = ,
for some variable B of G, where S is the starting variable of G, and where 1, 2 and 3 each contain a
distinguished move of , or 3, 4 and 5 each contain a distinguished move of . It follows that either
2 or 4 has as its input a nonempty substring ai of the selected ap-term of w. Since 1j23
j
45 is
generated by G, it must be a computation of A accepting a string in L, for all j0. It follows that
the input to 2 is a substring ai of the selected ap-term of w, and the input to 4 is also ai and is a
substring of the corresponding ap-term of wR . Note that the variables of G derive partial computations
that do not decrease the stack height below its starting value except perhaps on the very last move. Since
B ⇒∗ 234 and the input to 234 extends from a point in the selected ap-term of w to a point in the
corresponding term of wR , it follows that there is a point during the processing of the selected ap-term
of w when the stack height is as low as it will ever get during the processing of the rest of w. Call such a
point a low point for the ap-term.
Now consider a factorization  = 1 · · · km+2, where i begins at a low point for the ith ap-term of
w, 2ikm+ 2. Let qi be the state of A at that low point, let Zi be the symbol on top of the stack, and
let ti be the number of a’s in the ith ap-term that have not yet been scanned. To prove that A()m, it
sufﬁces to show that each partial computation k(j−1)+2 · · · kj+1, 1jm, contains a guessing move.
Suppose to the contrary that some k(j−1)+2 · · · kj+1 does not contain a guessing move. Since there
can be at most p × #Q × # < k distinct (ti, qi, Zi) triples, for some k(j − 1) + 2r<skj + 1,
(tr , qr , Zr) = (ts, qs, Zs) = (t, q, Z), say. Let 	 = r · · · s−1. Because the stack height during 	 never
dips below its starting value,(
q, at (bbap)s−r−1bbap−t , Z
)
*	 (q, ε, Zy) ,
for some y ∈ ∗. Since no guessing move occurs during 	, the PDA A must keep repeating the partial
computation 	; that is,  is a preﬁx of 1 · · · r−1	n for large n. Since  ends in a ﬁnal state, 	 must pass
through a ﬁnal state. Therefore,  = ′′′, where ′ ends in a ﬁnal state after scanning the input up to a
point between the rth ap-term of w and the sth ap-term of w. As we have seen earlier,  = ′′′ can be
factored as ′ = ′1′2′3 and ′′ = ′′3′′4′′5, where the input to ′2 is a substring ai of the ﬁrst ap-term ofw
for some i, 1ip; the input to ′′4 is a substring ai of the last ap-term of wR; and ′1(′2)2′3′′3(′′4)2′′5
is a computation of A. Since ′1(′2)2′3 ends in a ﬁnal state, it too is a computation of A, and hence its
input x must be in L. However, the ﬁrst a∗-term of x is ap+i , while all the other a∗-terms of x are no
larger than ap. Hence, x is not in L, a contradiction. 
5. Nondeterministic complexity classes of CFLs
If nondeterminism in PDAs can truly be treated as a complexity measure, we would expect there to
be a hierarchy of complexity classes of CFLs with respect to this measure, similar to the time or space
complexity classes of recursive languages arising from the study of Turing machines. In this section, we
shall show that there is indeed a hierarchy theorem for nondeterminism in CFLs that is similar to the
theorems establishing Turing machine time and space hierarchies.
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Since L = k if and only if the CFL L is the union of k DCFLs and no fewer, there is an inﬁnite
hierarchy of CFLs L classiﬁed by L = log2 k, k = 0, 1, . . . , or L = ∞. However, this is simply the
known hierarchy on CFLs that are ﬁnite unions of DCFLs [9], with all remaining CFLs grouped together
into a single class. We shall analyze this remaining class by considering CFLsLwhich have L = ∞, but
where L(n) has different asymptotic behaviors (more formally, where L(n) = (f (n)) for functions
f (n) that have different asymptotic behaviors).
We have seen in the preceding section that CFLs require at most linear nondeterminism and that some
CFLs do require that much, so one complexity class corresponds to f (n) = n. It is not immediately
obvious that there are any other classes. The fact that there are sublinear NFAs [4] does imply that there
are sublinear PDAs, since an NFA can be considered a degenerate PDA. However, the known examples of
sublinear NFAs are unnatural (the NFAs use nondeterminism in an inessential way and typically accept all
input strings), and they shed no light on whether sublinear context-free languages exist. Before showing
that they do, we shall look a little more closely at sublinear PDAs.
Theorem 5.1. Sublinear PDAs are ambiguous.
Proof. Let A be a sublinear PDA, so that A = ∞ and A(n) = o(n). Suppose, by way of contradiction,
that A is unambiguous. Since the set C(A) of computations of A is a CFL, we may let p be the pumping
constant for C(A) from Ogden’s Lemma [1]. Since A = ∞, there is a computation  ∈ C(A) that
includes more than p guessing moves. Hence,  = 	1	2	3	4	5, where 	2 or 	4 contains a guessing move
and where i = 	1	i2	3	i4	5 ∈ C(A) for all i0. Letwi be the input string accepted by the computation i .
The lengths |wi |, i1, form an arithmetic progression, and A(wi) = A(i)i sinceA is unambiguous.
Hence, A(n) grows linearly, contradicting the fact that A(n) = o(n). 
It is also true that sublinear NFAs are ambiguous, but for them a stronger result is true: sublinear NFAs
always have an inﬁnite degree of ambiguity, i.e.,  = ∞ [4]. We shall see shortly that this is not true of
sublinear PDAs, which can have a degree of ambiguity  as low as 2.
The following result establishes another point of contrast between sublinear NFAs and sublinear PDAs:
a sublinear PDA A can have a guessing measure A(n) that grows more slowly than that of any NFA. For
example, no NFA can have a guessing measure that grows more slowly than n1/k for every k1 [13], but
a PDA can, as the following example shows.
Proposition 5.1. There is a PDA A of depth 1 for which A(n) = (log n).
Proof. Consider the obvious PDA A of depth 1 for the language{
x10i1y ∈ (0+ 1)∗ ∣∣ i |x| }
which uses its stack simply as a counter. It counts the length of its input until it guesses (upon reading a
1) that it is time to count down against consecutive 0’s. The A-maximal strings are
wj = 10110310710151 · · · 102j−1−111, j1 .
Since |wj | = 2j and A(wj ) = j , A(n) = log2 n for n1. 
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The PDA A in the preceding proof has low depth but inﬁnite ambiguity. As we shall see, there are also
PDAs of inﬁnite depth but ﬁnite ambiguity that have guessing measures that grow even more slowly than
log n, in fact, more slowly than any prespeciﬁed unbounded recursive function.
Our goal in this section is to show that measuring the amount of nondeterminism required to recognize
the strings in a context-free language as a function of string length gives rise to an inﬁnite hierarchy
of context-free languages. The proof makes use of padded languages in which the padding encodes
computations of Turing machines or of an equivalent computational model. For convenience, we shall use
multicounter machines rather than Turing machines. A multicounter machine is an automaton controlled
by a deterministic ﬁnite-state control with a starting state and a set of ﬁnal states. It begins its (generally
inﬁnite) computation in its starting state. It has neither an input tape nor an output tape, but it has a
ﬁnite number of counters, each initially set to zero. In a single move, the machine can determine whether
each of its counters is zero or nonzero and can increment any of its counters by one, decrement any
of its nonzero counters by one, and set any of its counters to zero. Recall that an automaton with two
counters can simulate a Turing machine (without even using the “set to zero” instruction) [8]. Hence,
for each recursive function f (n), there is a multicounter machine that enters a ﬁnal state inﬁnitely often
but that enters a ﬁnal state for the nth time only after it has performed at least f (n) computational steps.
We shall use these machines to deﬁne a class of “well-behaved” functions that play a role similar to
the fully time- or space-constructible functions in the traditional time and space hierarchies for Turing
machines.
To make the analogy with traditional hierarchy results more explicit, recall the standard theorem on
the existence of a time hierarchy for deterministic Turing machines. As stated in [8],
If T2(n) is a fully time-constructible function and
inf
n→∞
T1(n) log T1(n)
T2(n)
= 0,
then there is a language [that is] in DTIME(T2(n)) but not [in] DTIME(T1(n)).
(The hypothesis requires T2(n) to be large relative to T1(n) inﬁnitely often, which is sufﬁcient to guarantee
that DTIME(T2(n)) contains new languages; in order to guarantee that DTIME(T1(n))DTIME(T2(n)),
one would need to replace inf with sup or, equivalently, with lim.) The amount of time consumed by
a Turing machine can grow much more quickly than linearly, whereas the amount of nondeterminism
consumedby aPDAcan growmuchmore slowly than linearly.However,we shallworkwith the inverses of
the functions thatmeasure guessing, since it is easier in the present context toworkwith functions thatmap
the number of guesses to the length of the input, and these resemble the fully time-constructible functions
in that they can grow much more quickly than linearly. We shall deﬁne the sequentially computable
functions to use in place of the fully time-constructible ones. In place of the condition that
inf
n→∞
g(n) log g(n)
f (n)
= 0,
we shall use the less stringent condition that
inf
n→∞
g(n) log g(n)
f (n)
<∞,
and since we are working with the inverse functions, g will correspond to the larger complexity class.
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Deﬁnition 5.1. A simple function is a strictly increasing, continuous function from the positive reals into
the positive reals that maps the positive integers into the positive integers, and whose range includes 1. A
simple function f is sequentially computable if there exists a multicounter machineM that enters a ﬁnal
state for the nth time on the f (n)th step of its computation for all integers n1. In this case, we say that
M sequentially computes f .
For example, fk(x) = xk is sequentially computable for k1. This is trivial for k = 1, so suppose
that k2 and assume inductively that there exist multicounter machines Mi that sequentially compute
xi for 1ik − 1. The machine Mk will compute in stages, where its nkth move, on which it ends
up in a ﬁnal state for the nth time, will be the last move of stage n. At the end of stage n, Mk will
have n stored in one of its counters and zero stored in its remaining counters. Since stage n+ 1 is to
consist of (n+ 1)k − nk =
(
k
1
)
nk−1 +
(
k
2
)
nk−2 + · · · +
(
k
k−1
)
n1 + 1 moves, the machineMk begins
stage n+ 1 by simulating Mk−1 move for move until Mk−1 enters a ﬁnal state for the nth time nk−1
moves later. (Note that Mk can count n occurrences of ﬁnal states of Mk−1 by counting down from
n to 0 while counting up from 0 to n on another counter in order to restore its representation of n. It
can then switch the roles of the two counters.) The machine Mk can repeat this simulation
(
k
1
)
times
and can then proceed to simulate Mk−2
(
k
2
)
times, and so forth. When Mk has ﬁnished simulating
M1, it can make one additional move during which it increments the counter containing n to n + 1
while setting all its other counters to zero in preparation for the next stage, and transitions to a ﬁnal
state.
Observe that, since a simple function f (x) is strictly increasing and continuous, it has a strictly
increasing inverse f−1(x). And since f (n)n for integers n, and the range of f (x) includes 1, the range
of f (x) includes all reals y1. Therefore, f−1(y) is deﬁned for y1. Since f−1(y)N for yf (N),
f−1(y) tends to∞ with y. Hence, if g(x) is also a simple function and g(x) < f (x) for all large x, then
for all large enough y, g(g−1(y)) < f (g−1(y)) and f−1(y) = f−1 (g(g−1(y))) < f−1 (f (g−1(y))) =
g−1(y), so f−1(y) < g−1(y).
We shall now show that a sufﬁcient increase in the number of permitted guesses allows PDAs to
recognize new languages. For convenience, we ﬁrst introduce some notation.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let
CFL(f (x)) = {L(A) ∣∣ A is a PDA with A(n)f (n) for n1 } ,
where f (x) is a real-valued function deﬁned at least for all real x1.
Note that
CFL(f (x)) = {L(A) ∣∣ A is a PDA with A(n)f (n) for almost all n } ,
since a PDA can always be designed to process any ﬁnite number of strings deterministically using its
ﬁnite-state control.
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Lemma 5.1 (Hierarchy lemma). If g is a sequentially computable function and f is a simple function
such that
inf
n→∞
g(n) log g(n)
f (n)
<∞,
then there is a language that is in CFL(g−1(n)) but not in CFL(f−1(n)).
Proof. Let f and g be functions satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. Since g is sequentially com-
putable, there is a multicounter machine M that enters a ﬁnal state for the mth time on the g(m)th step
of its computation. Let k be the number of counters that M has. Since infn→∞ g(n) log g(n)f (n) < ∞, there
exists a positive integer c such that f (m)3kg(m) logc g(m) for inﬁnitely many positive integers m. To
obtain a CFL that is in CFL
(
g−1(n)
)
but not in CFL
(
f−1(n)
)
, we shall modify the language
K∗ = { aibj$ | j = i or j = 2i, i1 }∗
from Corollary 4.2, which has (n) = (n), by usingM’s computation to pad the length of the strings in
K∗ in order to obtain a language LM having a smaller (n).
Informally, the language LM consists of strings w encoding a sequence of conﬁgurations of M into
which strings (called “inserts”) in K0 = {aibj$ | 1j2i} have been inserted at each occurrence of a
ﬁnal state except the ﬁrst, and also at the end of the string (to compensate for the insert that is missing at
the ﬁrst ﬁnal state), and satisfying the following condition. We deﬁne the “valid region” of w to be the
maximum preﬁx ofw that correctly represents an initial portion ofM’s computation. In order forw to be
inLM , we require that the inserts in the valid region ofw be selected fromKK0. This will force the PDA
to make one guess at each insert in the valid region. An insert is missing at the ﬁrst occurrence of a ﬁnal
state to compensate for the initial guess that the PDA must make about which of two threads to pursue,
that is, whether to check the “even” part or the “odd” part ofM’s computation. The extra insert at the end
of the string compensates for this missing insert without forcing the PDA to make one guess too many
since, if the valid region extends to the end of the string, then the PDA has an accepting computation for
each of the two threads, and therefore the PDA can avoid making a guess on the last insert by having one
computation check deterministically for a term aibi and the other computation check deterministically
for a term aib2i . Thus, on a “valid” string, the total number of guesses that the PDA makes will be equal
to the number of inserts.
In order to deﬁne LM formally, letQ beM’s set of states, qs the start state,Qf the set of ﬁnal states,
and Q0 = Q − Qf . Let D = { di | 0  i < c } be a set of c symbols to be used as base c digits, and
let d be a new symbol to be used as a separator. Let  = Q ∪ D ∪ {d}, 1 =  ∪ {a, b, $}, and let
C = (dD∗)kd . We shall encode the conﬁgurations of M as strings in CQ by representing the values of
M’s counters as base c strings separated by the symbol d. More speciﬁcally, for each positive integer n,
let n = dit · · · di1di0 ∈ D∗, where n =
∑t
j=0 ij cj and it = 0, and let 0 = ε. For future reference, note
that the length of n is logc(n + 1). A conﬁguration (p, c1, . . . , ck) in M’s computation, representing
the fact thatM is in state p with counter values c1, . . . , ck , will be encoded as dc1 · · · dckdp if it occurs
after an even number of moves, and as dcRk · · · dcR1 dp if it occurs after an odd number of moves. Let T ′M
and T ′′M encode the move relation M ofM:
T ′M =
{
dc1 · · · dckdpdc′Rk · · · dc′R1 dp′
∣∣ (p, c1, . . . , ck) M (p′, c′1, . . . , c′k) } ⊆ CQCQ
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and
T ′′M =
{
dcRk · · · dcR1 dpdc′1 · · · dc′kdp′
∣∣ (p, c1, . . . , ck) M (p′, c′1, . . . , c′k) } ⊆ CQCQ.
If n is a positive integer, then either n = dic−1 for some positive integer i, or n = xdjdic−1 with j = c− 1
for some string x and some nonnegative integer i. In the former case, n+ 1 = d1di0; in the latter case,
n+ 1 = xdj+1di0. Hence, a DPDA with n (respectively, nR) on its stack can recognize n− 1
R
, nR and
n+ 1R (respectively, n− 1, n and n+ 1) on its input tape. It follows that (T ′M)∗ and (T ′′M)∗ are DCFLs.
All the strings in the language LM will lie in the regular set
R = dk+1qs∗1 ∩ (CQ0)∗CQf
(
(CQ0)∗CQf a∗b∗$
)∗
a∗b∗$ ⊆ ∗1,
which insures that they have the right format. There are three cases, L0, L′M and L′′M , whose union
yields LM : the whole string is valid, the string has a ﬂaw at an even-numbered conﬁguration z of M ,
or the string has a ﬂaw at an odd-numbered conﬁguration z of M . We formalize this as follows. Let
K1 = { aibi$ | i1 } and K2 = { aib2i$ | i1 }, and recall that K = K1 ∪ K2 and K0 = { aibj$ |
1j2i }. Let J = CQ∪CQf a∗b∗$, let 0 be the homomorphism that erases all letters in , let 1 be
the homomorphism that erases a, b and $, and let
L0 = R ∩ −10 (K∗),
L′M = R ∩ −10 (K∗0 )
∩ { xyzw ∈ J ∗ ∣∣ y, z ∈ J, 1(xyz) ∈ (T ′M)∗(CQCQ− T ′M), 0(xy) ∈ K∗ } ,
L′′M = R ∩ −10 (K∗0 )
∩ { xyzw ∈ J ∗ ∣∣ y, z ∈ J, 1(xyz) ∈ CQ(T ′′M)∗(CQCQ− T ′′M), 0(xy) ∈ K∗ } ,
and
LM = L0 ∪ L′M ∪ L′′M.
(Note that xy is the valid region of the input in the deﬁnitions of L′M and L′′M , so that the condition
0(xy) ∈ K∗ guarantees that each insert in the valid region will be chosen from K .)
To see that LM ∈ CFL
(
g−1(n)
)
, observe that LM can be recognized by the following PDA A. The
PDA A begins by branching to one of two threads. The ﬁrst thread will recognize all strings in L′M , as
well as all strings in L0 ∩ −10 (K∗K1). The second thread will recognize all strings in L′′M , as well as all
strings in L0 ∩ −10 (K∗K2).
We shall describe the ﬁrst thread, the second one being similar. The ﬁrst thread veriﬁes that the input
string is in the regular setR, while performing the following tasks. As it scans the input stringw, it veriﬁes
that 1(w) is in (T ′M)∗ and that 0(w) is in K∗K1, the latter check requiring one binary guess for each
insert that it encounters except the last. (The PDA can recognize the last insert when it reaches it because
the last insert is the only one that immediately follows either the ﬁrst occurrence of a ﬁnal state or an
occurrence of a $ symbol.) However, if it ﬁnds an illegal transition ofM (a substring in CQCQ − T ′M ),
then, besides continuing to verify that the input is inR, it veriﬁes only that the remaining portion of 0(w)
is in K∗0 , which does not require any additional guessing.
It now sufﬁces to show that A(w)g−1(|w|) for all A-maximal strings w in LM . Let w be a A-
maximal string and letm = A(w). Since A stops making guesses if it detects an invalid transition ofM ,
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w cannot contain any invalid transitions (otherwise it would not be a shortest string requiringm guesses);
w contains exactly m occurrences of states inQf (since A makes a binary guess whether to use the ﬁrst
thread or the second, followed by m − 1 binary guesses, one for each state in Qf except the ﬁrst); and
1(w) encodes the ﬁrst g(m) moves of M , so that g(m) |w|. Hence, A(w) = mg−1(|w|), and so
LM ∈ CFL
(
g−1(n)
)
.
To show that LM /∈ CFL
(
f−1(n)
)
, suppose to the contrary that there exists a PDA B accepting LM
with B(n)f−1(n) for all n1. Then B(w)f−1 (|w|), so that |w|f
(
B(w)
)
, for all nonempty
strings w.
Form2, let z be the string encoding the ﬁrst g(m)moves ofM’s computation, so that z = z1z2 · · · zm
for some strings z1, z2, . . . , zm in ( − Qf )∗Qf . Let x0 = z1z2, x1 = z3, . . . , xm−2 = zm and
xm−1 = xm = ε. Then
LM ∩ (x0a∗b∗$x1a∗b∗$ · · · xm−2a∗b∗$xm−1a∗b∗$xm) = x0Kx1K · · · xm−1Kxm.
Since 0(LM) ⊆ K∗0 , it follows that LM is a -padded language, and so there exists a constant p,
independent of m, such that
B(x0y1x1y2x2 · · · ymxm)m
for some y1, . . . , ym ∈ {apbp$, apb2p$}. Since the value of a counter after g(m) moves cannot exceed
g(m), the strings in CQ = (dD∗)kdQ that encode a conﬁguration occurring in z have length at most
klogc(g(m)+1)+k+2, which, for largem and hence large g(m), is less than 2k logc g(m). Hence, the
length of x0x1 · · · xm = z is bounded by 2kg(m) logc g(m). Since the length of y1y2 · · · ym is bounded
by (3p + 1)m, if we let wm = x0y1x1y2x2 · · · ymxm, it follows that B(wm)m and
|wm| < 2kg(m) logc g(m)+ (3p + 1)m < 3kg(m) logc g(m)f (m)
for inﬁnitely manym, contradicting the fact that |w|f (B(w)) for all nonempty stringsw, and thereby
proving that LM /∈ CFL
(
f−1(n)
)
. 
Note that the sublinear PDAA in the preceding proof has a low degree of ambiguity, A = 2, in contrast
to sublinear NFAs, which always have an inﬁnite degree of ambiguity [4].
Theorem 5.2 (Hierarchy theorem). If g is a sequentially computable function and f is a simple function
such that
sup
n→∞
g(n) log g(n)
f (n)
<∞,
then CFL
(
f−1(n)
)
CFL
(
g−1(n)
)
.
Proof. If f and g satisfy the conditions in the theorem, then f (x)g(x) for large x. Hence, f−1(y)
g−1(y) for largey. It follows thatCFL
(
f−1(n)
) ⊆ CFL (g−1(n)). By theHierarchyLemma, the inclusion
is proper. 
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Corollary 5.1. There exists an inﬁnite increasing hierarchy
CFL (f1(n)) CFL (f2(n)) · · ·
and an inﬁnite decreasing hierarchy
CFL (g1(n))CFL (g2(n)) · · · .
Proof. Let Gi(x) = xi and gi(x) = G−1i (x) for i1. Then Gi(x) is sequentially computable, and
lim
x→∞
Gi(x) logGi(x)
Gi+1(x)
= 0,
so
CFL(g1(n))CFL (g2(n)) · · · .
To establish an increasing hierarchy, we need a sequenceF1(x),F2(x), . . . , of sequentially computable
functions, each growing more slowly than its predecessor. We shall ﬁrst construct a sequentially com-
putable sequence whose terms grow with exponential rapidity, and then obtain each function by shifting
or delaying this sequence by one more unit. To construct such a sequence, consider a 3-counter machine
M whose computation proceeds in stages, beginning with stage 0. At the end of every even-numbered
stage except stage 0, M passes through a ﬁnal state. Let x0 = 0, xn = 2xn−1 for n1, and let ki be the
number in the ith counter ofM . At the beginning of stage n, k1 = 0, k2 = 0 and k3 = xn.
1. To begin stage n,M increments counter 1.
2. While counter 3 is not zero,M repeatedly executes two moves, decrementing counter 1 once while
incrementing counter 2 twice, until counter 1 reaches zero, at which point M interchanges the roles of
counters 1 and 2 while decrementing counter 3 to achieve the net effect of doubling k1 while reducing k3
by 1.
3. Now that counter 3 is zero, k1 has been doubled xn times, so k1 = 2xn = xn+1 and k2 = k3 = 0.
NowM swaps the roles of counters 1 and 3, completing stage n. (Of course, this can be done in a single
move.)
The number of computational steps in stage n is 1 + (21 + 1) + (22 + 1) + · · · + (2xn + 1) + 1 =
2xn+1 + xn = 2xn+1 + xn, so the number of computational steps that occur untilM reaches a ﬁnal state
for the nth time is F(n) =∑2ni=0 2xi+1 + xi for n1. Then for large n,
x2n+1F(n)
2n∑
i=0
3x2n+1 = 3(2n+ 1)x2n+1x22n+12x2n+2 = x2n+2,
and so,
F(n+ 1)x2n+3 = 2x2n+22F(n).
Set F(0) = 0 and extend F to a piecewise linear function, so that if x = p(n + 1) + qn for positive p
and q with p + q = 1 then F(x) = pF(n+ 1)+ qF(n). Since the function 2x is concave upward,
p2F(n) + q2F(n−1)2pF(n)+qF(n−1).
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Hence, for large x,
F(x) = pF(n+ 1)+ qF(n)
 p2F(n) + q2F(n−1)
 2pF(n)+qF(n−1)
= 2F(pn+q(n−1))
= 2F(x−1),
so that F(x)2F(x−1) for large x.
For i1, let Mi be a multicounter machine that begins with i moves through ﬁnal states and then
simulates M move for move. Thus, Mi takes Fi(n) steps to reach a ﬁnal state for the nth time, where
Fi(x) = x for 1xi and Fi(x) = F(x − i) + i for x > i. Thus, Fi(x) is a sequentially computable
function and Fi(x)F(x − i)2F(x−i−1) = 2Fi+1(x)−i−1 for large x. Hence,
lim
x→∞
Fi+1(x) logFi+1(x)
Fi(x)
= 0,
so that by the Hierarchy theorem,
CFL (f1(n))CFL (f2(n)) · · ·
with fi(x) = F−1i (x). 
6. Conclusions and open questions
In this paper, we addressed the following question. How should one measure the amount of nonde-
terminism “contained in” a context-free language? In particular, we considered the issue of whether a
pushdown automaton should be charged for its best or worst performance on an input string.
We have argued that the correct measure of nondeterminism in pushdown automata is basically the
minmax measure [19,18], the same measure introduced for Turing machines in the original study of
quantiﬁed nondeterminism [10]. Paying attention only to those computations that accept an input string
with the fewest nondeterministic steps is consistent with the way in which nondeterministic automata
operate: they ignore unsuccessful computations, and base their decision to accept a string on just the
successful computations. However, we believe that the minmax measure should be modiﬁed, as we have
done in this paper (and for ﬁnite automata in [3]), to distinguish between different degrees of branching.
This reﬁnement allows themeasure to discriminate between a union of k and k+1 deterministicCFLs.One
way to see that the modiﬁed minmax measure is natural is to observe that the branching an automaton
makes during its minimally nondeterministic computations is a measure of the number of processes
running in parallel that would be needed to simulate the nondeterministic behavior. If we know, for
example, that A6, and a process comes to a three-way branch while simulating A on an input string,
then we can split the process into three processes, each of which need only be permitted to split into two
processes in the future. Any branching beyond that need not be explored. The problem with the minmax
measure, whether modiﬁed or not, as a dynamic measure of nondeterminism is that it is technically much
more difﬁcult to handle than the maxmaxmeasure. Our primary goal in this paper has been to substantiate
the claim that it is nonetheless the correct way to measure nondeterminism in pushdown automata by
demonstrating that, unlike themaxmaxmeasure, it produces an extensive hierarchy of complexity classes.
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In our view, then, the value of the static “depth” measure of nondeterminism is not that it produces a
meaningful hierarchy of complexity classes where the dynamic measure does not, since we have argued
that the dynamic measure, when properly deﬁned, produces an even richer hierarchy. Rather, it is, ﬁrst,
that the two measures capture different aspects of nondeterminism, and, second, that there are some
interesting interactions between the two measures.
As to the ﬁrst point, as we mentioned in Section 2, the difference between the two measures is clearly
illustrated by the language of palindromes, a nondeterministic language that has the smallest possible
amount of static nondeterminism (it has depth 1) and the largest possible amount of dynamic nondeter-
minism (it requires a linear number of guesses). The fact that (n) = (n) for this language reﬂects
the fact that a deterministic pushdown automaton would need a bit string of linear length serving as
an oracle to allow it to recognize the palindromes. The fact that the language has depth 1, however,
reﬂects the fact that, while this oracular string contains a linear number of bits, it is highly compressible
since it only encodes the position in the palindrome at which a marker could be inserted to remove the
nondeterminism.19 This is a distinction that the pushdown automaton cannot recognize (there is no way
to provide this information to the pushdown automaton in an oracular string of length log2 n in a form that
the pushdown automaton could decipher), and hence it is a distinction that the -measure cannot capture.
As to the second point, Theorem 3.1 appears to demonstrate a connection between the static and
dynamic measures: when a language has a ﬁnite amount of nondeterminism in the static measure, then
its dynamic nondeterminism can be reduced by a constant factor. It would be interesting to explore
this relationship further. For example, does this result actually reﬂect a connection between these two
measures, or is it in fact possible to reduce the amount of dynamic nondeterminism in the absence of the
ﬁnite-depth constraint? As another example, consider the following question. Nasyrov has extended the
“repairable” version of the depth measure (the number of tokens that must be inserted into strings of a
context-free language to make the language deterministic) into a dynamic measure of nondeterminism by
counting the number of tokens as a function of the length of the string [14,15]. Are there any relationships
between these two dynamic measures, the minmax measure and Nasyrov’s extension of repairability?
As we stated earlier, we believe that the use of minimization in the deﬁnition of the branching of a PDA
on a string is natural, but it results in a measure that involves many technical difﬁculties. Indeed, several
apparently straightforward questions about this measure remain open, or have unexpected answers. We
conclude by discussing a few of them.
Call a CFL an NCFL if it is not a DCFL, and let $ be a new symbol. In Corollary 4.2, we proved that
there are CFLs that require a linear amount of nondeterminism, by proving this true of one particular
language of the form (L$)∗, where L is an NCFL. Does every language of this form have this property,
that is, is the following conjecture true?
Conjecture 6.1. If L is a NCFL then (L$)∗ requires a linear amount of nondeterminism.
To prove the conjecture, one may want to prove the following stronger statement.
Claim 6.1. If L is a CFL then, for each k1, (L$)k = kL.
19 In terms of Kolmogorov complexity, while this oracular string has length k, where k is linear in the length of the palindrome,
the string’s complexity is just the complexity of k, which is at most log2 k (ignoring additive constants).
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At ﬁrst glance, it may appear that this claim must surely be true since the guesses needed to handle
one of the k factors of a string in (L$)k would appear to be independent of the guesses needed to handle
another factor. However, the claim turns out to be false. To see this, let L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3, where
L1 = { aibj ck | i = j }, L2 = { aibj ck | j = k } and L3 = { aibj ck | i = k }. Then L2, since L is
not a DCFL, and
(L$)2 = (L1$L1$) ∪ (L2$L2$) ∪ (L3$L3$),
since every string in L is in at least two of the Li . Hence, (L$)23, and so
(L$)2 log2 3 < 2 log2 22 log2 L = 2L,
contradicting the claim. Note, however, that Conjecture 6.1 remains open.
Finally, call a (nondeterministic) PDA whose stack is replaced by a counter (a nonnegative integer
that can be incremented by one, decremented by one if it is positive, and tested for zero) a one-counter
automaton, and let OCL (f (n)) be the one-counter analogue of CFL(f (n)). Obviously, Proposition 5.1
also applies to one-counter automata, proving that there is a one-counter automaton A with A(n) =
(log n). If we replace g(x) log g(x) by g(x)2 in Lemma 5.1 (the Hierarchy lemma), in order to allow
unary encoding in place of base c encoding in the proof, would the lemma apply to one-counter languages?
This change is not sufﬁcient to permit the replacement of a stack with a counter in the proof, since a
counter is unable to check that a substring is in K when that substring occurs between two successive
values of one of the k counters that the automaton is attempting to compare. (This is comparable to the fact
that { aibj cjdi | i, j1 } is not a one-counter language.) Nonetheless, we state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.2. There is an inﬁnite hierarchy of nondeterministic complexity classes of one-counter
languages OCL (f (n)).
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